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This management’s discussion and analysis (“MD&A”) should be read in conjunction with Input Capital Corp.’s 
(“Input” or the “Company”) unaudited condensed interim consolidated financial statements for the three months 
ended June 30, 2015 and related notes thereto which have been prepared in accordance with International Financial 
Reporting Standards (“IFRS”), as well as the Annual Information Form for the fiscal year ending March 31, 2015, and 
other information relating to Input on file with the Canadian securities regulatory authorities and on SEDAR at 
www.sedar.com. This MD&A contains “forward looking” statements that are subject to risk factors set out beginning 
on page 23 of this MD&A and in the cautionary note on forward-looking information set out on page 24 of this 
MD&A.  All figures are presented in Canadian dollars unless otherwise noted. This MD&A has been prepared as of 
August 17, 2015.  

 
Key Performance Indicators for Q1 FY2016 
 

$9.9 million in capital deployment 

 
 

78 streams in place 

 
 

$2.8M in streaming revenue 

  

http://www.sedar.com/
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Chairman’s Letter to Shareholders 
 
To our Shareholders: 
 
Today, Input Capital announced our results for the first quarter of our 2016 fiscal year. This quarter and next quarter 

mark a relatively quiet period for our business in terms of capital deployment and canola sales because farmers are 

busy farming. Early seeding this year allowed us to move up the majority of our spring capital deployment into last 

year’s fourth quarter, which ended March 31, 2015. In spite of these things, we have increased our streaming 

contract count by ten (an increase of 15%) during this traditionally quiet period. 

During the first quarter, we generated $2.8 million in revenue from streaming contracts from the sale of 6,079 tonnes 

of canola, a 33% increase in volume over the same quarter last year. We generated additional sales revenue of 

$5.157 million from canola trading for total quarterly sales revenue of $8.002 million. As harvest gets underway, we 

will continue to clean-up deliveries from last year as we also begin to take delivery of this year’s crop. We have 

previously discussed improving our delivery logistics in terms of timing and control, and we believe we have a solid 

plan in place. Our plan is meant to reduce delivery uncertainties and also provide timely cash flow which will help 

fund our next season of deployment. Our plan to grow using internally generated cash flow continues as planned. 

Throughout the growing season, there have been many negative headlines. Late frost and reseeding, forest fires, 

too much heat, followed by too much rain, tornados, and hailstorms, just to name a few. Input Capital has a unique 

view on the market that gives us direct access to actual conditions on nearly 80 farms across the prairies. We can 

triangulate that data with the observations of our highly experienced and professional team as well as media 

headlines and use it to our advantage when the market’s perception of the size and quality of the coming crop swings 

wildly with headline-driven emotion. This often allows us to contract our canola sales at better-than-average pricing, 

and we believe our canola marketing program is on track to deliver strong results again this year. 

Looking across our portfolio, we are happy with the progress of this year’s crop to date; the vast majority of our 

clients got rain when it was needed.  We have a high level of confidence around timely crop receipts this year for 

several reasons: 

 Only a few clients are located in the area that was dry early in the season. Our portfolio of streams is 

weighted towards areas that were unaffected by dryness, eastern Saskatchewan and Manitoba in 

particular.  

 Substantial rains in late July were timely and helped the crop fill out and sustain yields – both in the dry and 

not-dry areas.  

 Even farmers in some of the driest areas are surprised at how well their crops are faring. The recent CWB 

crop tour, which was finalized before the big rain in Saskatchewan in late July, increased yield expectations 

above previous forecasts. 

 Finally, we believe that legacy issues in grain handling and transportation system that began with the 

bumper crop of 2013 have been cleared. 

During our first quarter, we invested $9.9 million into streaming contracts, increasing our customer base from sixty 

eight to seventy eight streaming contracts and adding almost 38,000 tonnes to our portfolio. We continue to 

implement our strategy of entering into smaller streaming contracts, making us a smaller partner in a proportionally 

larger number of farms, diversifying our production and weather risk across more farmers and across a larger 

geography. Looking back on the weather of this year, we are already seeing the benefits of this strategy. 

During this quarter, we also entered into our longest streaming contract to date, a 12-year stream with a farmer in 

Manitoba. This contract trumps a recent 11-year contract, a 9-year contract, and two 8-year deals, all with farmers 

in Saskatchewan. These longer-term contracts have a smaller effect on the near-term contracted annual volumes 
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that we report, so they are not as apparent as our shorter-term streaming tonnes, but they are equally or more 

important to our strategy of building out a long-term portfolio of geographically diversified production. 

We are implementing our strategy by entering into long-term contracts with the right counterparties in attractive 

geographies where our experience tells us it is wise to do so (based on soil characteristics as well as historical 

weather and crop production history).  

At the same time, we add short-term streaming tonnes to existing contracts with existing clients where our capital 

can have the appropriate impact on the farming operation. Sometimes, this means we do one-year add-on deals to 

existing contracts – as capital allocators, we hold the view that our capital generates better returns when deployed 

into short-term add-on tonnes at high IRRs than it does making next to nothing sitting in the bank. These short-term 

contracts allow us to create another touch point with clients.  

The streaming idea is simple. We are always looking for opportunities to profitably make use of our capital. We are 

always on the lookout for opportunities to use our cash to generate returns which are complementary to our core 

streaming business, be it via short-term add-on tonnes or trading volumes.  

Input’s shortest term streaming contract in the portfolio is six years. Our average contract length is now 6.3 years, 

up from 6.1 last year.  Our streaming contracts are getting longer, and we expect this trend to continue into the 

future. 

During the quarter, Input negotiated buybacks on two streaming contracts, generating annualized rates of return of 

15% and 21%. While we would rather maintain each stream through its entire contracted life, there are times when 

a farmer’s circumstances may change, and we are willing to negotiate an early termination under appropriate 

circumstances with appropriate early termination penalties. 

About a month ago, Input celebrated its second anniversary as a public company. Anniversaries cause us to look 

back, and I think it is worth reflecting on the progress we have made over the last year:  

Metric Then (Q1 2015) Now (Q1 2016) 

Streaming contracts 20 78 

Expected streaming volume from current crop year 30,000 MT 75,000 MT + 

Total gross capital deployed to date $42.7 million $90.1 million 

Geographic diversification by number of contracts 

Sask: 90% 

Alberta: 10% 

Manitoba: 0% 

Sask: 85% 

Alberta: 9% 

Manitoba: 7% 

Portfolio average contract length 6.1 yrs 6.3 yrs 

Regional Account Managers (our sales force)  1 8 

Employees (excl. RAM’s above) 5 10 

Trade shows in previous 12 months 0 12 

Canola price1 $462 per MT $511 per MT 

 
Over the next twelve months, we are looking forward to another year that will be as transformational to our business 
as the last one as we continue creating value for our shareholders. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Doug Emsley 
Chairman 

 

                                                
1 June 30 closing price of the canola cash contract on the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE, formerly called Winnipeg Commodity Exchange) 
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Highlights 
 
First Quarter Highlights 
 

 Revenue from streaming contracts of $2.844 million on the sale of 6,079 metric tonnes (“MT” or “tonnes”) of 
canola at an average price of $468 per MT; 
 

 The Company generated an additional $5.157 million of sales revenue from canola trading for total quarterly 
sales revenue of $8.002 million; 

 

 Cash operating margin1 from streaming contracts of $2.474 million, or $407 per MT (87.0% cash operating 
margin); 

 

 Adjusted net income2 of $0.263 million, or $0.00 per share; 
 

 Adjusted operating cash flow2 of $1.531 million or $0.02 per share; 
 

 Invested $9.856 million of upfront payments2 into twelve multi-year streaming contracts, including a twelve-
year contract, adding 37,600 MT to the Company’s future canola sales; 
 

 Finished the quarter with: 
o Cash and cash equivalents of $27.215 million; 
o Total canola interests (current portion and long-term portion) and other financial assets (herein 

referred to collectively as canola interests) of $90.694 million; 
o Multi-year streaming contracts with 78 farm partners, up from only 20 a year ago;  
o Total shareholder’s equity of $114.562 million; and 
o No debt. 

 

 

Company Overview 
 

Input Capital Corp. has adapted the streaming business model from the mining and metals industry and has applied 
it to agriculture. The result is an innovative, growth-oriented agriculture streaming company with a focus on canola, 
the largest and most profitable crop in Canadian agriculture. Input enters into multi-year streaming contracts with 
family farms across western Canada. 
 
Under a streaming contract, a farmer agrees to sell a pre-determined tonnage of canola to the Company each year 
for the life of the contract. These pre-determined tonnes of canola are called “base tonnes”.  The streaming contract 
also gives the Company the annual right to purchase from the farmer a fixed percentage share of the farmer’s actual 
realized canola yield when that yield exceeds a pre-determined baseline yield. These are called “bonus tonnes” and 
are purchased from the farmer at the same price paid by the Company for base tonnes.  Together, the base tonnes 
and bonus tonnes to which the Company has a right are referred to as “canola interests”. Unless specifically 
referenced as bonus tonnes, volume refers to base tonnes.  
 
Upon signing of the streaming contract, the Company makes an upfront payment per contracted base tonne to the 
farmer (“upfront payment”). This large upfront payment allows the farmer to farm in a position of financial strength, 
meaning they can negotiate better deals when buying their inputs and when selling their crop, as well as afford to 
implement more optimal agronomic practices. 

                                                
1 Non-IFRS financial measures with no standardized meaning under IFRS. For further information and a detailed reconciliation, refer to "Non-IFRS 
Measures" beginning on page 24 of the MD&A. 
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In most cases, when the canola is grown and delivered, the Company makes a payment per tonne (often referred to 
as a “crop payment”) to the farmer for each base tonne or bonus tonne of production.  
 
In summary, under a streaming contract, the Company buys the right to purchase canola from a farmer at a 
discounted price for a number of years into the future. The majority of the price of the canola is paid today, and a 
portion of the price is paid when the crop is grown and delivered. To the farmer, Input is like a private equity financial 
partner, but in a way that is non-dilutive to the ownership and control of their family farming operation. Most 
streaming contracts entered into by Input have an initial term of six years, and every one produces canola and 
revenue for Input within a year of signing. 
 
At the end of the fiscal 2016 first quarter, the Company owned streaming contracts with seventy eight different farm 
partners with geographically diversified operations across western Canada.  
 
In selecting farmers with which to do business, the Company is focused on family farms with quality production 
profiles, excellent upside yield potential, and strong management. As a result of this selectivity, and also for 
diversification purposes, Input has completed multi-year canola streaming contracts in Alberta, Saskatchewan and 
Manitoba. The Company is gradually building out its geographic footprint with the intention of signing multi-year 
streaming contracts with farmers throughout the prime canola growing areas of western Canada. 
 
The Company generates revenue by selling its canola to well-established grain handling companies and canola 
crushing plants located across Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba.  
 
The Company’s business plan is to reinvest the cash flow generated by its streaming contracts into new streaming 
contracts each year. This will compound the Company’s cash flow returns while growing and diversifying the 
Company’s low cost canola production profile. The Company has no debt and funds the acquisition of new streaming 
contracts with equity and internally generated cash flows. 
 
To management’s knowledge, Input Capital is the world’s first agricultural commodity streaming company.   
 
The predecessor corporation of Input was incorporated under The Business Corporations Act (Saskatchewan) (the 
“Act”) on October 25, 2011. The existing Company was formed by an amalgamation under the Act on August 8, 2013. 
The Company’s shares are publicly traded on the TSX Venture Exchange, under the symbol “INP”.  
 
The head office of the Company is located at 300 – 1914 Hamilton Street, Regina, Saskatchewan, S4P 3N6.  The 
Company’s registered and records office is located at 800 – 1801 Hamilton Street, Regina, Saskatchewan, S7P 4B4. 
 
 

Why Focus on Canola? 
 
 Canola is the largest and most profitable crop in Canadian agriculture, generating more than 25% of all 

farm receipts. 

 The Canadian canola industry is larger than the more well-known Canadian potash industry. 

 A study released in 2013 shows Canadian-grown canola contributes $19.3 billion to the Canadian economy 
each year, including more than 249,000 Canadian jobs and $12.5 billion in wages. 

 90% of Canadian canola is destined for export markets. In 2012, canola was ranked as the 7th most 
important Canadian export by value, compared to potash in 10th position. 

 In 2012, canola was Canada's top export to China, representing a full 16% of all Canadian exports to China. 

 Canada is the dominant canola exporter in the world, with a 72% global export market share in 2011/12. 
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Quarterly Business Developments 
 
CONTINUED GROWTH IN A TRADITIONAL SLOW PERIOD 

The Company’s capital deployment is very seasonal due to the nature of agriculture. Farmers are most likely to 
discuss and sign a streaming contract when they are not busy growing a crop. This results in most of the Company’s 
capital deployment taking place between October and April of each year. 

In spite of this, the Company signed ten new streaming contracts with farmers, expanding its portfolio from 68 to 78 
streams. The Company also sold 6,079 MT of canola from last year’s crop, generating $2.844 million in canola 
streaming revenue. 

The Company has an ongoing profile-raising and promotional campaign in key canola growing regions across western 
Canada. A highly visible trade show outreach effort at key farm shows is supported by print advertising in local 
weekly newspapers and key farm publications, along with targeted radio advertising and direct mail promotions. All 
of these efforts generate leads which are turned over to the Company’s sales force to convert into new streaming 
contracts. 

In June, the Company hired several new Regional Account Managers in an effort to improve its on-the-ground 
presence in all three provinces in which it operates and fill in some geographic gaps. This has increased the 
bandwidth of the company to talk to more farmers at once, and has helped minimize wasted travel time. Each market 
is a bit different, and Regional Account Managers from those regions are in a better position to translate to local 
farmers how a streaming contract can add value in the regional context. 

In February 2015, Input announced that it would explore the opportunity of entering into soybean streaming 
contracts. Our research into soybean streaming is ongoing. 

 

Canola Interests 
 

As of June 30, 2015, Input’s canola streaming portfolio consisted of seventy eight geographically diversified streams. 
Sixty six of the Company’s canola streams are with farms in Saskatchewan, seven are located in Alberta, and five are 
in Manitoba. The Company expects to continue diversifying its asset base across Alberta, Saskatchewan, and 
Manitoba as it adds new streams to its portfolio.  
 
The strong growth of Input’s portfolio of streaming contracts by region on a quarterly and annual basis is 
demonstrated in the table below: 
 

 End of Q1 
F2016 

End of Q4 
F2015 

Quarterly 
Growth 

End of Q1 
F2015 

Annual 
Growth 

Manitoba 5 3 2 - 5 

Saskatchewan 66 59 7 18 48 

Alberta 7 6 1 2 5 

Total 78 68 10 20 58 
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STREAMING CONTRACTS BY REGION AS AT END OF Q1 F2016 

 
 
 

 
Quarterly Overview – Q1 
 

CANOLA SALES 
 
During the first quarter of its 2016 fiscal year, Input generated revenue from streaming contracts of $2.844 million 
on the sale of 6,079 MT of canola for an average price of $468 per MT, 1.6% higher than the average cash canola 
price (RSY00) of $461 during the quarter.  This represents a 32.6% increase in quarterly volume over the same quarter 
last year, in which the Company sold 4,585 MT of canola.  
 
Input generated a further $5.157 million of revenue from canola trading during the quarter. 

 
STREAMING CONTRACTS 
 
As of June 30, 2015, Input had multi-year streaming contracts with seventy eight farm partners, for original upfront 
payments of $90.075 million1 that give Input the right to purchase and sell more than 350,000 base tonnes of canola 
over the term of the streaming contracts (including canola already delivered), plus any bonus tonnes that might 
result from those same harvests. Under the terms of the contracts as of June 30, 2015, Input will purchase these 
base tonnes at an average in-year cash price of $64 per MT over the terms of the contracts, and will sell them in the 
open market, where Saskatchewan par area cash prices ranged between $434 and $516 per MT during the quarter. 

Refer to discussion on Commodity Price beginning on page 8 of this MD&A. 
 

                                                
1 Includes contracts that were signed but not completely funded at the end of the quarter ended June 30, 2015. 
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During the quarter, the Company invested $9.856 million of upfront payments into multi-year streaming contracts, 
adding twelve new streaming contracts (ten, net after contract buybacks – see next section, below, for information) 
and 37,600 MT to the its future canola sales at an average upfront cost of $262 per MT.  While this upfront cost per 
tonne for the period represents a 12% increase over the same period last year, the Company’s crop payment for the 
2015 crop has decreased alongside a proportional increase in the number of one-year tonnage add-on contracts in 
the Company’s portfolio. Overall, management is pleased that it has been able to maintain the contract metrics of 
its multi-year streaming contracts in the face of a strong canola pricing environment.  
 
Input is focused on securing long-term, multi-year streaming contracts with our farmers. Opportunities arise where 

the Company can generate significant returns by adding additional current year volume to existing streaming 

contracts. One-year add-on contracts are only completed with farmers holding multi-year streaming contracts who 

have short-term financial requirements driven by changes in crop rotation and expansion opportunities.  

During the quarter, Input entered into its longest-term streaming contract to date with a twelve-year delivery 

schedule. The Company’s average streaming contract length is now 6.3 years, up from 6.1 years one year ago. 

STREAMING CONTRACT BUYBACKS  
 
During the quarter, Input exited two streaming contracts calling for approximately 11,000 MT of canola over the 
term of the streaming contracts for total cash of $2.243 million. Input enters into streaming contracts as multi-year 
commitments and prefers to see the contract fully executed over its original term. However, as circumstances 
dictate, the Company will negotiate contract buyback terms with farmers or the Company will look to exit out of 
streaming contracts where the underlying fundamentals of the farm operation or operators has changed. Upon 
exiting out of these two contracts, both in Saskatchewan, Input generated total annualized rates of return of 15% 
and 21%.  
 

Commodity Prices 
 
CANOLA PRICING SUMMARY 
 
Delivery contracts specify delivery location, the amount of canola to be delivered, a delivery period (March 1 to 
March 31, for example), as well as a “futures price” and a “basis” to arrive at the “net price” or “flat price” received 
by Input.  The flat price (ie. the “futures price” plus or minus the “basis”) represents the amount Input will receive 
per tonne and is driven by the futures market for the specific delivery period. (Canola futures and options trade on 
the ICE Futures Exchange in Winnipeg on the basis of delivery to Saskatoon.) Grain companies set a basis, effectively 
determining the local elevator price being paid to the seller. Grain companies use basis to control the flow of grains 
through their elevator assets. When the supply of a certain commodity exceeds demand in a local market, the basis 
price will widen, lowering the net price received by the seller and discouraging further deliveries. Conversely, in an 
environment where demand exceeds supply, basis will narrow and the seller will receive a higher net price.  
 
The futures market is a central marketplace that reflects the views of many global market participants while the 
basis reflects intricacies of the local market.  
 
STRATEGIC IN-YEAR CANOLA MARKETING PROGRAM 
 
Input employs a strategic in-year marketing program for the purchase and sale of its contracted base tonnes, 
primarily through the use of delivery contracts with grain elevators and canola crushing plants. 
 
As farmers deliver canola into the elevator system at harvest, stocks increase and grain companies tend to widen 
basis levels. The opposite also holds true – basis narrows as supplies shrink. Similar to last year, the stocks-to-use 
ratio is coming down as canola has started to move through the system after being clogged since shortly after 
harvest. Basis levels have reacted in their expected negatively-correlated nature, as they continued their recent 
strong momentum.  
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During its 2014 and 2015 fiscal years, Input delivered 6,549 and 23,923 MT respectively into grain elevators and 
canola crushers. Input is scheduled to take delivery of 75,000 MT of canola from the upcoming 2015 harvest. The 
Company has scheduled canola deliveries from October to March in its first two years in an effort to balance the 
efficient collection of revenue and maximization of net realized price. If the Company were to schedule more 
deliveries closer to harvest time net realized price could be negatively affected.  
 
Agriculture is an industry vulnerable to weather risks during crop production and delivery. Input is not immune to 
delivery delays, as the Company experienced during the last two years. Management mitigates delivery and price 
risk by entering into priced delivery contracts, which set the price and delivery periods for its expected canola 
deliveries. In an environment where shipping delays are experienced, delivery contracts serve to hold Input’s place 
in the queue when grain companies are allocated railcars.   
 
Delivery contracts scheduled further beyond harvest into late winter and early spring contain an increased delivery 
timing risk. An extended rain in Vancouver that delays loading a vessel or re-scheduled trains are just two examples 
of external factors that lead to a domino effect back to the country elevator network and affect Input’s delivery 
schedules.  
 
Canola crushing operations, on the other hand, are focused on running at or close to a plant’s full capacity in order 
to increase efficiency and profits. A canola crushing plant can plan its delivery schedules months in advance to ensure 
the plant is always processing seed into oil. Accordingly, Input is working to allocate more of its canola deliveries to 
canola crushing plants across the Prairies in an effort to increase the predictability of its deliveries.  
 
The strength of Input’s canola marketing program to date is evident in the chart below, which shows streaming 
volume sold during the last four fiscal quarters and compares Input’s realized price to the quarterly average cash 
price of the RSY00 canola contract on the ICE Futures Exchange. The Company locks in futures prices and basis levels 
independent of one another as a strategy to realize better than average net prices. Input’s quarterly average sales 
price per tonne has been consistently higher than the average cash price each quarter by an average of 6% over the 
last four fiscal quarters. 
 

 
 
Compared to Q1 of fiscal 2015, Input increased canola volume from streaming contracts by 33% from 4,585 MT to 
6,079 MT. This is attributed to a larger portfolio of streaming contracts and a more significant marketing and logistics 
program. 
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Input does not hedge long-term canola prices by selling forward in the futures market. Rather, Input’s regular in-
year marketing program calls for canola deliveries to be scheduled and priced at regular intervals during the months 
between October and March to insulate Input from sudden shifts in the net price of canola. From time to time, Input 
may replace physical tonnes of canola sold via its orderly marketing program with “paper tonnes” of canola. This is 
done via short term futures contracts and allows Input to pick up the “carry” if market dynamics allow for it. This 
process allows Input to convert canola to cash for timely reinvestment into new streams while retaining exposure 
to the seasonality of higher prices which occur in the spring period following harvest. 

 
The market price of canola is the primary driver of the Company’s profitability and ability to generate cash flows. 
Statistics Canada estimated a canola harvest of 15.6 million MT across western Canada from the 2014 harvest, a 
drop of 13.4% from the previous year’s record 18 million MT harvest, and more consistent with the 14 million MT of 
canola harvested in 2012. Statistics Canada’s most recent figures point to a 5% annual decrease in seeded canola 
acres, from 20.3 million acres in 2014 to 19.4 million acres seeded in 2015. Statistics Canada is also forecasting a 
10% year-over-year drop in canola yields for 2015, from 35 bushels per acre to 32 bushels per acre. These two factors 
result in Statistics Canada’s 2015 canola production forecast of 14.3 million tonnes, down 9% from last year’s harvest. 
The headlines have not been short of worrisome headlines related to Prairie production; historic heat waves, forest 
fires, followed by heavy rains.  
 
As a result of such events during the summer, canola prices (cash canola price; ticker symbol RSY00 on the ICE futures 
exchange) embarked on a journey upwards, with prices ranging from $434 to $516 towards the end of the quarter. 
The RSY00 contract averaged $461 per MT between April 1, 2015 and June 30, 2015, representing an increase of 5% 
from the average price of $438 during the previous quarter. The average price during the quarter was 3% higher 
than the average price of $449 seen in the same quarter last year. During the last twelve months, canola prices 
reached a peak of $516 and the average price during that period was $435.   

 
 

1 
 

                                                
1  Daily closing price of the canola cash contract on the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE, formerly called Winnipeg Commodity Exchange) 
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Canola prices followed historic seasonality trends during the last twelve months. Prices were strong over the summer 
as elevators were trying to fill space while the price dipped in the months during and after harvest as supply 
outstripped working capacity of the elevator system. Prices tend to gain seasonal strength leading through the 
summer months and into the fall harvest. This growing season was no different; dry weather across the Prairies and 
lower forecasted yields led to supply concerns, which resulted in a sharp rise in canola prices leading into harvest. 
The average price of $461 per MT during the last twelve months is comfortably in the range of Input’s long-term 
pricing view. 
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HISTORIC MONTHLY CANOLA AND SOYBEANS PRICE RELATIONSHIP 
 
Due to their relationship as substitutes for each other as cooking oil and animal feed, the prices of canola and 
soybeans tend to move in tandem. Historically, canola has been priced at a premium to soybeans due to its higher 
(and healthier) oil content. The chart below (source: Thomson Reuters Eikon) shows the relative spread of canola 
prices against soybeans prices. Canola has recently regained its historic price premium to soybeans as supply and 
demand for each oilseed return to balance.  
 
FIVE YEAR RELATIVE PRICE PERFORMANCE OF CANOLA (RSC1) TO SOYBEANS (SC1) 
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Selected Financial Information 
 
Selected financial information derived or calculated from the Company’s financial statements is set out below:  

 
1  

                                                
1 The share options are anti-dilutive when there is a net loss and therefore diluted loss per share is the same as the basic loss per share. 
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Selected financial information derived or calculated from the Company’s financial statements is set out below, 
including non-IFRS measures: 
1  

2   

                                                
1 Non-IFRS financial measures with no standardized meaning under IFRS. For further information and a detailed reconciliation, refer to "Non-IFRS 
Measures" beginning on page 24 of the MD&A. 
 
2 Includes contracts that were signed but not completely funded at the end of the quarter ended June 30, 2015. 
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RECONCILIATION TO CERTAIN NON-IFRS FINANCIAL MEASURES 
 
Input treats upfront payments as investments in future deliveries of canola.  Adjusted EBITDA is a non-IFRS measure 
that is useful in evaluating the Company’s results after this upfront investment is made.   
 
Reconciliation of Net Income to Adjusted Net Income and Adjusted EBITDA for the three months ended June 30, 2015 

 
 
Financial Performance 
 
REVENUES 

During the quarter, Input continued to generate revenue from the ongoing sale of canola production from the 2014 
harvest period, as well as from canola trading transactions.  

The Company’s core business is canola streaming, but it also generates revenue from canola trading. Canola trading 
is a high revenue, but low margin activity undertaken by the Company to improve pricing and delivery logistics 
options for its own streaming tonnes, to offer similar opportunities to its streaming clients, and to generate business 
development opportunities with prospective streaming clients. Trading revenues involve minimal risk; revenue is 
received prior to payment being made to the farmer. 

Three months ended June 30, 2015 
For the quarter ended June 30, 2015, Input had total revenue of $8.002 million. Revenue of $2.844 million was 
generated from the sale of 6,079 MT of canola from streaming contracts for an average realized price of $468 per 
MT. Input’s average realized price on streaming contract tonnes was 1.6% higher than the average cash canola price 
(RSY00) of $461 during the quarter. Additional revenue of $5.157 million was generated from canola trading.  
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GROSS PROFIT 

Three months ended June 30, 2015 
For the quarter ended June 30, 2015, Input had total gross profit of $1.205 million. Gross profit of $1.109 million 
was generated from the sale of 6,079 MT from streaming contracts, for an average gross profit of $182 per MT, a 
35% improvement over the same quarter last year. Input generated additional gross profit of $0.1 million from 
canola trading transactions.  
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INVESTMENTS INTO STREAMING CONTRACTS (UPFRONT PAYMENTS) 

Three months ended June 30, 2015 
For the three months ended June 30, 2015, Input invested $9.856 million in upfront payments for the right to 
purchase 37,604 MT of canola over the terms of the streaming contracts. The longest of the contracts has a twelve 
year term. This figure includes contracts that were signed but not completely funded as at June 30, 2015. Refer to 
non-IFRS measures, specifically Cost per Tonne Acquired and Canola Replacement Ratio. 

 
NET INCOME 

Three months ended June 30, 2015 
For the three months ended June 30, 2015, Input generated net income before taxes of $12.889 million. The 
Company generated net income after taxes of $9.382 million.  
 
The net income before taxes of $12.889 million was affected by significant non-cash revenue and expense items, 
which are outlined below. 
 

 Canola interests market value adjustment – income of $12.492 million – Under IFRS accounting, the 
Company’s canola streaming contracts are considered to be derivative financial instruments and are 
recognized as a financial asset on the investment date. All derivative financial instruments are recorded at 
fair value on the Consolidated Statement of Financial Position. At the end of each quarter, changes in the 
market prices of canola result in changes in the fair value of these derivative financial instruments which 
are recognized in the Consolidated Statement of Loss as market value adjustments. When canola prices fall, 
the market value adjustment has a negative effect on the Company’s earnings, and when canola prices rise, 
the market value adjustment has a positive effect on the Company’s earnings. Refer to discussion on Critical 

Accounting Estimates beginning on page 20 of this MD&A. 

 Corporate administration – expense of $0.101 million – This non-cash expense is the result of the expensing 
under IFRS of share options previously issued to directors, officers, and key personnel. 
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DEFERRED SHARE UNIT PLAN 
 
In March 2013, the Company established a Deferred Share Unit plan (the “DSU Plan”) that provides for the payment 
of independent director compensation with deferred share units. Each director may elect to receive all or a portion 
of their board retainer in the form of DSUs rather than cash. Each deferred share unit is a right granted by the 
Company to an eligible independent director to receive a cash payment equivalent to the value of one common 
share when a participant ceases to be a director of the Company. The number of deferred share units to be granted 
under the DSU Plan is determined by dividing the elected amount of such eligible directors annual board retainer by 
the volume weighted average price of the Company’s common shares traded on the TSX Venture Exchange 
immediately preceding the date on which the deferred share units are awarded to such eligible director.  Director 
annual board retainers are awarded on the first day of the fiscal year and vest over the fiscal year.  Vested deferred 
share units are paid out in cash when a participant ceases to be a director of the Company. The DSU plan is 
considered an unfunded plan, under which no securities can be issued. To the extent that any individual holds any 
rights under the DSU Plan such rights shall be no greater than the rights of an unsecured general creditor of the 
Company.   Given that the Company does not have the right to issue any shares to settle this plan, the promise to 
issue the DSU units has been recorded as a current liability.  
 
During the fiscal 2016 first quarter, the Company issued 18,423 deferred share units. At June 30, 2015 the deferred 
share units were valued at $2.92 per unit. The total number of vested deferred share units outstanding at June 30, 
2015 was 212,415. 

 
 
Summary of Quarterly Results 
 

The following is a summary of the eight most recent quarterly results of the Company:   1   

 

 
 
 

                                                
1 The share options are anti-dilutive when there is a net loss and therefore diluted loss per share is the same as the basic loss per share. 
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Liquidity and Capital Resources 
 
Input has financed its acquisition of streaming contracts to date with the equity proceeds of issuing common shares 
through a private placement completed on November 30, 2012 and subsequent public offering and private 
placements completed on October 4, 2013 and July 9, 2014. In its early history, Input relied on the proceeds of these 
offerings and on the interest income associated with its cash balances to meet its ongoing operational expenses. 
However, now that the Company is generating revenue and positive operating cash flow, these are more than 
sufficient to cover the ongoing operational expenses of the Company. 
 
At June 30, 2015, Input had working capital of $51.994 million. Input will draw on this working capital to meet its 
obligations under existing streaming contracts, enter into additional streaming contracts, and meet the additional 
obligations thereunder. Capital not invested into streaming contracts earns daily interest by being kept on deposit 
with a Canadian chartered bank, or it is invested in liquid, low-risk, interest bearing securities. 
 
Input’s operating expenses consist primarily of personnel costs, the amounts of which are generally fixed. As Input 
grows, its operating costs have and will continue to grow at a rate substantially lower than the growth rate of the 
revenues, gross profits and cash flow, as only limited numbers of additional personnel will be required as part of 
Input’s growth. Accordingly, Input does not have or expect to have a working capital deficiency. Input is generating 
sufficient cash flow from operations to meet its current and ongoing obligations. 
 
Due to the nature of the agriculture business and the timing of annual crop harvests, Input’s revenue from the sale 
of canola is normally expected to be generated over the rest of the crop year post-harvest, which coincides with the 
nine months comprising the third, fourth, and first quarters of its fiscal year. Capital investment will occur year-
round but is most intensive in the third and fourth fiscal quarters, corresponding to the period of the year when 
farmers are not actively farming.   
 
Many of Input’s canola streaming contracts feature a crop payment to the farmer. Typically, Input makes the crop 
payment to the farmer in two instalments: 50% when the seeding of the canola acres is confirmed in late June or 
early July, and 50% when the physical crop is delivered to Input and sold. Revenue from canola sales is typically 
received between September and July while funds are invested into new streaming contracts primarily during the 
October to April period. 
 

Input currently does not intend to pay dividends, has no lease obligations and has no debt outstanding. 
 
Purchase obligations means an agreement to purchase goods or services that is enforceable and legally binding on 
Input that specifies all significant terms, including:  fixed or minimum quantities to be purchased; fixed, minimum or 
variable price provisions; and the approximate timing of the transaction. 
 
Canola purchase agreements contain obligations in that the Company agrees to purchase canola at a specified price 
at a future date. The following table provides a summary of Input’s payments due under its existing portfolio of 
streaming contracts for each of the next five years and thereafter, as at June 30, 2015: 
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Transactions between Related Parties 
 
The Company is related to Assiniboia Capital Corp., Emsley & Associates (2002) Inc., and Nomad Capital Corp. as a 
result of common management. The companies share common office space, certain equipment and some personnel. 
These expenses are managed through a Shared Services Agreement whereby expenses are shared between 
companies and costs are passed through without markup. Related party expenses are summarized in the following 
table: 

 
  
 
Critical Accounting Estimates 
 
The preparation of the Consolidated Financial Statements in conformity with IFRS requires management to make 
judgments, estimates and assumptions that affect the application of accounting policies and reported amounts of 
assets, liabilities, income and expenses.  Actual results may differ from those estimates. 
 
Estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis.  Revisions to accounting estimates are 
recognized in the period in which the estimates are revised and in any future period affected.    

 
Significant areas requiring the use of management estimates are further described below: 
 

Financial Instruments 

The Company classifies its financial instruments into one of the following categories: financial 
instruments at fair value through profit or loss; loans and receivables; and other liabilities. All financial 
instruments are measured at fair value on initial recognition and recorded on the consolidated statement 
of financial position. Transaction costs are included in the initial carrying amount of the financial 
instruments unless the financial instruments are classified as fair value through profit or loss. Transaction 
costs attributable to the acquisition of financial instruments classified as fair value through profit or loss 
are recognized immediately in net income. Measurement in subsequent periods depends on the 
classification of the financial instrument.   
 
Marketable securities are initially recognized at fair value.  Subsequent to initial measurement these 
financial assets are measured at fair value through profit or loss (“FVTPL”).  Cash and Trade and other 
receivables are classified as loans and receivables and are measured at amortized cost.  Trade and other 
payables are classified as other liabilities and these are measured at amortized cost using the effective 
interest method.  
 
Derivative financial instruments, including canola interests and other financial assets, are recognized as 
a financial asset on the trade date. All derivative financial instruments are classified as FVTPL and 
recorded at fair value on the consolidated statements of financial position.  Subsequent changes in fair 
value of these derivative financial instruments are recognized in the Consolidated Statement of 
Comprehensive Loss in canola interests market value adjustments.   
 
Financial assets are derecognized when the contractual rights to the cash flows from the asset are settled 
or they expire. Financial liabilities are derecognized only when the Company’s obligations are discharged, 
cancelled or they expire.  All gains and losses as a result of changes in fair value for FVTPL financial 
instruments are included in income and comprehensive income in the period they occur. 
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Fair value of canola interests  

Canola interests are agreements for which settlements are called for in tonnes of canola, the amount of 
which is determined based on terms in the canola purchase agreements which are capitalized on a 
contract by contract basis and are recorded at fair value. As the contracts contain an embedded 
derivative relating to the market value of canola, at each reporting date the fair value of each contract is 
calculated using internal discounted cash flow models that rely on forward canola and other correlated 
commodity pricing provided by independent sources. Subsequent changes in fair value of these 
derivative financial instruments are recognized in profit or loss canola interests market value 
adjustments.   
 
Based on Input’s June 30, 2015 canola interests, a 1% change in the price of canola would result in a 
$1.122 million (June 30, 2014 - $0.488 million) market value adjustment amount recorded on the 
Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Loss. 

 
 
Reconciliation of Canola Interests for the three months ended June 30, 2015   
 

 
 

 
 

Valuation of share based compensation 

The Company recognizes share based compensation expense for all share purchase options awarded to 
employees, officers, directors and consultants based on the fair values of the share purchase options and 
the share purchase warrants at the date of grant. The fair values of share purchase options at the date of 
grant are expensed over their vesting periods with a corresponding increase to equity in contributed 
surplus. The fair value of share purchase options is determined using the Black-Scholes option pricing 
model with market related inputs as of the date of grant. At the end of each reporting period, the 
Company re-assesses its estimates of the number of awards that are expected to vest and recognizes the 
impact of any revisions to this estimate in the Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Loss. 

 
The Black-Scholes model requires management to estimate the expected volatility and term of the equity 
instrument, the risk-free rate of return over the term, expected dividends, and the number of equity 
instruments expected to ultimately vest. Volatility is estimated using the historical stock price of the 
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Company and the historical volatility of Canola, the expected term is estimated using historical exercise 
data, and the expected number of equity instruments expected to vest is estimated using historical 
forfeiture data. If and when share-based awards are ultimately exercised, the applicable amounts in 
Contributed Surplus are transferred to Share Capital. 

 
Deferred income taxes 

A deferred tax asset is recognized for unused tax losses, tax credits and deductible temporary differences, 
to the extent that it is probable that future taxable profits will be available against which they can be 
utilized. Deferred tax assets are reviewed at each reporting date and are reduced to the extent that it is 
no longer probable that the related tax benefit will be realized. 

 
Outstanding Share Data 
 

The authorized capital of Input consists of an unlimited number of Class “A” common voting shares without par 
value. 

At June 30, 2015 there were 81,472,758 Class “A” common voting shares outstanding (June 30, 2014 – 61,244,634). 
 
There are no special rights or restrictions attached to the shares. The shares rank equally as to all benefits which 
might accrue to the holders thereof, including the right to receive dividends out of monies properly applicable to the 
payment of dividends if and when declared by the Board of Directors and to participate ratably in the remaining 
assets in any distribution on a dissolution or winding-up. The shares do not carry any pre-emptive, subscription, 
redemption or conversion rights, nor do they contain any sinking or purchase fund provisions. 
 
All registered shareholders are entitled to receive a notice of all meetings of shareholders. At any general meeting, 
subject to the restrictions on joint registered owners of Input shares, on a show of hands every registered 
shareholder who is present in person or by proxy and entitled to vote has one vote, and on a poll, every registered 
shareholder who is entitled to vote has one vote for each share held and may exercise such vote either in person or 
by proxy. 
 
The following table sets forth the issued and outstanding Class “A” common voting shares and the Class “A” common 
voting shares issuable on the conversion, exercise or exchange of securities into Class “A” common voting shares. 1  

 
 

 
 
Please refer to note 8 of the accompanying financial statements which sets out the options held by directors, officers, 
employees and consultants of Input as of the date of this MD&A. 

  

                                                
1 Stock option plan - Input has a stock option plan and, pursuant to Input’s stock option plan, a total of 6,632,142 stock options are outstanding. 
All of the 6,632,142 stock options issued have been issued to directors, officers, employees and consultants of Input.  
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Risk Factors 
 
The following discussion is intended to outline conditions currently known to management which could have a 
material impact on the financial results of the Company. As such, this discussion is not all-inclusive nor is it a 
guarantee that other factors will or will not affect the Company in the future. The section entitled “Risk Factors” in 
Input’s Annual Information Form, available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com, describes other conditions that could have 
a material impact on the financial results of the Company. 
 
BRIEF OPERATING HISTORY 
Although all persons involved in the management of the Company and the service providers to the Company have 
had significant experience in the agricultural industry, the Company has only been operational since 2012. The 
Company is in the early stages of its corporate development. As such, the Company is subject to many risks typical 
of such companies. There is no assurance that the Company will be successful and the likelihood of success must be 
considered in light of its relatively early stage of development. The Company may not achieve profitability in future 
periods or at all. 
 
SCOPE AND NATURE OF BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
The Company is a recently formed entity whose control and direction is concentrated within a small number of key 
individuals and whose prior operating history has been primarily limited to Streaming Contracts over periods of rising 
or strong prices for canola. Accordingly, there can be no assurance that the Company will realize on its security in a 
timely basis or at all or in a manner that mitigates any losses incurred by the Company pursuant to its Streaming 
Contracts, and there can be no assurance that management will be able to effectively adjust to and manage the 
business in the event of a fluctuations in canola prices or prices for agricultural commodities generally. 
 
AGRICULTURE IS RISKY - ADVERSE WEATHER CONDITIONS AND OTHER FACTORS AFFECT YIELD 
Adverse weather conditions represent a very significant operating risk affecting the agricultural industry. Weather 
conditions affect the types of crops grown, the quality and quantity of grain production and the levels of farm inputs 
which, in turn, affect sales mix, grain handling volumes and the level of canola sales. Adverse weather conditions, 
such as drought or excessive rains, can result in reduced crop production and in turn, reduce the canola yields. A 
reduction in canola yields because of adverse weather conditions and other factors such as crop diseases, pests and 
wildlife, can have a material adverse effect on the Company’s financial condition and results of operations. The 
ability of farm operators to meet their obligations and the Company’s financial results are dependent on the yield of 
canola produced each year. 
 
CREDIT AND FINANCIAL STABILITY OF THE FARM OPERATORS 
The success of agriculture commodity streaming depends on the credit and financial stability of the farm operators. 
The Company’s financial performance will be adversely affected if its farm operators are unable to meet their 
obligations under the streaming contracts. The capital-intensive nature of farming causes farm operations to be 
heavily reliant on debt financing. Farm operators that have substantial debt may be affected by rising interest rates. 
In certain circumstances, an increase in interest rates may reduce the profitability and financial stability of the farm 
operator. The farm operator’s returns and financial stability can also be positively or negatively affected by crop 
grade and quality issues, dockage levels, crop storage problems, farm equipment breakdowns, availability and 
quality of on-farm labour, changes in basis levels offered by grain buyers, transportation costs and complications, 
the availability of crop delivery slots and railway or port labour unrest. Certain expenditures, including crop storage 
and insurance costs and related charges must be made throughout the period of investment regardless of whether 
the crop is producing any income. 
 
GRAIN HANDLING AND MARKETING SYSTEM 
The grain handling and marketing system in western Canada is limited by the capacities of the grain collection 
network (both country and export facilities), capacities of the transportation system (ship, rail and truck), prolonged 
inclement weather, throughput issues, shipping bottlenecks, and union strikes, amongst other events.  Any of these 

http://www.sedar.com/
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events may impede the ability of the Company to convert its canola into cash in the timeframe the Company 
anticipated. 
 
AGRICULTURE INDUSTRY CYCLICALITY 
The financial viability of the farm operator will be largely dependent on the performance of the Canadian agricultural 
industry, including in particular the agricultural industry in Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba. The agriculture 
sector has historically been a cyclical business. To the extent that the agricultural sector declines or experiences a 
downturn, the financial viability of farm operators could be materially adversely affected, including their ability to 
meet their obligations under the streaming contracts. 
 

 
Non-IFRS Measures 

Input Capital measures key performance metrics established by management as being key indicators of the 
Company’s strength, using certain non-IFRS performance measures, including: 

 Adjusted Net Income (Loss) and Adjusted Net Income (Loss) per share; 

 Adjusted Operating Cash Flow  and Adjusted Operating Cash Flow  per share; 

 Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA per share; 

 Crop Payment per Tonne; 

 Cash Operating Margin and Cash Operating Margin per Tonne; and 

 Cost per Tonne Acquired and Canola Replacement Ratio 

The Company uses these non-IFRS measures for its own internal purposes. These non-IFRS measures do not have 
any standardized meaning prescribed by IFRS, and these measures may be calculated differently by other companies. 
The presentation of these non-IFRS measures enables investors and analysts to understand the underlying operating 
and financial performance of the Company in the same way as it is evaluated by Management. Management will 
periodically assess these non-IFRS measures and the components thereof to ensure their continued use is beneficial 
to the evaluation of the underlying operating and financial performance of the Company, and to confirm that these 
measures remain useful for comparison purposes to other royalty/streaming companies. 
 
ADJUSTED NET INCOME AND ADJUSTED NET INCOME PER SHARE 

 
Adjusted Net Income and Adjusted Net Income per share are non-IFRS financial measures calculated by excluding 
the following from net income and earnings per share (“EPS”): 

 Market value adjustment of canola interests; and 

 Impact of income taxes on these items 

Management uses Adjusted Net Income and Adjusted Net Income per share to evaluate the underlying performance 
of the Company for the reporting periods presented. Management believes that Adjusted Net Income and Adjusted 
Net Income per share are useful metrics for investors and analysts to evaluate the underlying performance of the 
Company. While the loss/gain on market value adjustment of the Company’s canola interests will be a recurring 
item, this loss/gain does not reflect the underlying operating performance of the Company, nor is it necessarily 
indicative of future operating results. 
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ADJUSTED OPERATING CASH FLOW AND ADJUSTED OPERATING CASH FLOW PER SHARE  
 
Adjusted operating cash flow and adjusted operating cash flow per share are non-IFRS financial measures, calculated 
by subtracting cash crop payments from cash generated from operating activities. Adjusted operating cash flow per 
share is calculated dividing adjusted cash flow from operations by the weighted average number of shares 
outstanding for the period. Management uses adjusted operating cash flow as a key proxy for the Company’s ability 
to generate cash flow.  

 
 
 
ADJUSTED EBITDA AND ADJUSTED EBITDA PER SHARE 
 
Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA per share are non-IFRS financial measures calculated by excluding the 
following from net income and EPS: 

 Income tax expense (recovery); 

 Interest income; 

 Amortization of intangible assets; 

 Realization of upfront payment from canola interests; 

 Market value adjustment of canola interests; and 

 Unusual non-recurring items. 

Management’s view is that Adjusted EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA per share are useful metrics for investors and 
analysts to evaluate the pre-tax earnings of the Company without the effects of non-cash charges (such as 
amortization of intangible assets and realization of upfront canola interests) and non-recurring items. While the 
loss/gain on market value adjustment will be a recurring item, this loss/gain does not reflect the underlying operating 
performance of the Company, nor is it necessarily indicative of future operating results.      
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The Company treats upfront payments as an investment in future deliveries of canola.  Adjusted EBITDA is a non-
IFRS measure that is useful in evaluating the Company’s results after this upfront investment is made.   
 

 
 
 
CROP PAYMENT PER TONNE 

 
Crop payment per tonne is a non-IFRS financial measure calculated by dividing the total cost of sales, less realization 
of canola interests and other costs, by tonnes sold. While the Company considers this to be a key performance 
metric, it does not have any standardized meaning. The Company believes that this information can be useful to 
investors when used in conjunction with conventional measures prepared in accordance with IFRS to evaluate the 
Company’s performance and ability to generate cash flow. 

 

 

CASH OPERATING MARGIN AND CASH OPERATING MARGIN PER TONNE 

Cash Operating Margin and Cash Operating Margin per Tonne are non-IFRS financial measures calculated by 
subtracting the average cash cost of canola on a per tonne basis, as described above, from the average realized 
selling price of canola on a per tonne basis. The Company believes that this information can be useful to investors 
when used in conjunction with conventional measures prepared in accordance with IFRS to evaluate the Company’s 
performance and ability to generate cash flow. 
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COST PER TONNE ACQUIRED AND CANOLA REPLACEMENT RATIO 

Canola Replacement Ratio is a non-IFRS measure calculated by dividing the Cash Operating Margin by the Cost per 
Tonne Acquired during the reporting period. Cost per Tonne Acquired is based on the tonnes the Company expects 
to receive over the term of a streaming contract. For example, if the Company enters into a six year streaming 
contract for 1,000 MT per year, the Company expects to receive 6,000 MT over the term of the streaming contract. 
The Company divides the total upfront payment from new streaming contracts it entered into during the period by 
the total tonnes acquired during the period (over the term of the streaming contracts) to arrive at Cost per Tonne 
Acquired. 

The Company uses the Canola Replacement Ratio to measure the Company’s ability to replace canola production 
with internally generated cash flow. The Canola Replacement Ratio compares the cost per tonne of canola acquired 
with the cash operating margin generated per tonne. This provides a measure of the Company’s ability to compound 
growth with internally generated capital. 
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1 
 
 
 
Cautionary Statement on Forward-looking Information 
 
Certain information contained in this MD&A contains forward-looking statements concerning the future results, 
future performance, intentions, objectives, plans and expectations of the Company. Often, but not always, forward-
looking statements can be identified by the use of words such as “plans”, “expects”, “is expected”, “estimates”, 
“intends”, “anticipates”, “believes” or variations of such words and phrases (including negative and grammatical 
variations) or state that certain actions, events or results “may”, “could”, “would”, “might” or “will” be taken, occur 
or be achieved. Forward-looking statements include known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors 
which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the Company to be materially different from 
any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. 
 
Forward-looking statements are based on certain assumptions and analyses made by the Company in light of its 
experience and perception relating to historical trends, current conditions and expected future developments and 
other factors the Company believes are appropriate, and are subject to risks and uncertainties. Although the 
Company believes that the assumptions underlying these statements are reasonable, they may prove to be incorrect 
and the fact that the Company has a short operating history may result in the assumptions being less accurate. 
Whether actual results, performance or achievements will conform to the Company’s expectations and predictions 
is subject to a number of known and unknown risks, uncertainties, assumptions and other factors, including those 
listed under the section entitled “Risk Factors” in Input’s Annual Information Form available on SEDAR at 
www.sedar.com. 
 
Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance. These forward-looking statements should 
not be relied upon as representing the views of the Company as of any date subsequent to the date of this MD&A. 
Although the Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual actions, events or results 
to differ materially from those described in forward-looking statements, there can be no assurance that forward-
looking statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those 
anticipated in such statements. Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking 
statements.  
 

                                                
1 Includes contracts that were signed but not completely funded at the end of the quarter ended June 30, 2015. 
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The forward-looking statements contained in this MD&A are expressly qualified in their entirety by this cautionary 
statement and by the risk factors described in this MD&A under the heading “Risk Factors”. The forward-looking 
statements included in this MD&A are made as of the date of this MD&A and the Company does not undertake any 
obligation to publicly update such forward-looking statements to reflect new information, subsequent events or 
otherwise, except as required by applicable securities laws.  
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